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ABSTRACT
Aims: To evaluate the characterics and surgical prognosis
of macular holes that develop after rhegmatogenous
retinal detachment repair.
Design: Retrospective, interventional, consecutive case
series.
Methods: The case records of nine patients who
developed a new full-thickness macular hole after prior RD
repair were reviewed over 6 years. Optical coherence
tomography (OCT) confirmed these holes. They were
offered surgical repair with a median follow-up of
13.3 months (1–63 months). Main outcomes included
preoperative vitreo-macular status, OCT evaluation and
postoperative visual acuity.
Results: 1007 eyes underwent surgery for prior retinal
detachment between August 1999 and September 2005.
Nine eyes developed a full-thickness macular hole
(prevalence 0.9%): five developed after scleral buckling
surgery, one after pneumatic retinopexy and three after
primary vitrectomy. The mean time to macular hole
diagnosis after RD was 2.9 months (0.5–18). All patients
underwent macular hole surgery by the same surgeon.
At 1 month, macular hole repair was noticed in eight
eyes. In this group, visual acuity at a median of
11.9 months of follow-up was 20/125 (20/400 – 20/63).
Three eyes had an improvement of more than three
Snellen lines.
Conclusions: Macular holes developing after RD repair is
a rare complication (less than 1%). Its physiopathological
mechanisms are not well known. Conventional macular
hole surgery including pars plana vitrectomy, inconstant
internal limiting membrane delamination and long-acting
gas tamponade seems to achieve to macular reattach-
ment (89%). The visual outcome seems conditioned by
the macular status noticed during the RD.

Idiopathic macular hole is a well-known macular
disease. Its origin has been attributed to tangential
vitreofoveal traction responsible of centrofoveal
defect.1 2 These data have been confirmed by
optical coherence tomography (OCT).3 Thus,
posterior vitreous detachment seems to be a
protective factor to macular hole development.
However, the occurrence of rhegmatogenous ret-
inal detachment (RD) is often secondary to poster-
ior vitreous detachment.

Macular holes are an uncommon cause of
rhegmatogenous RDs but can occur secondary to
a retinal detachment associated with peripheral
breaks.

The condition has been described after scleral
buckling,4 pneumatic retinopexy5 6 and vitrect-
omy.7 8

Many surgeons have attempted closure of such
macular holes, but the results of surgery have not

been widely published. We describe the character-
istics of nine patients with a macular hole that
develops after successful rhegmatogenous retinal
detachment surgery. All patients underwent sur-
gery to close the macular hole.

METHODS
The medical records of all patients who had
undergone retinal detachment surgery were
reviewed from August 1999 to September 2005
retrospectively (1007 eyes). Following surgery, nine
eyes developed a full-thickness macular hole (0.9%)
as confirmed by OCT (OCT 3, StratusH, Carl Zeiss
Meditec, Dublin, CA). All patients were offered
surgery repair of their macular hole.

The data collected included: the visual acuity at
the time of retinal detachment and at the time of
macular hole diagnosis; foveal involvement
whether present or not; the type of surgical
procedure for RD repair; the period between RD
occurrence and macular hole diagnosis; and the
period between macular hole diagnosis and its
repair. We reported one case where OCT was
performed during RD involving the macula (num-
ber 8). The recorded clinical variables were: age,
gender, spherical equivalent, phakic status and
axial length. Posterior vitreous detachment was
determined via slit-lamp biomicroscopy of the
posterior segment to allow direct visualisation of
the Weiss ring.

The outcome measures for eyes undergoing
macular hole repair included the number of
Snellen lines of improvement in the visual acuity
after macular hole repair, the status of the macula
after macular hole repair using OCT , the presence
of a cataract surgery after macular hole repair and
the duration of the follow-up.

The Student t test was performed for compar-
ison of the visual acuity before and after macular
hole repair.

RESULTS
Nine full-thickness macular holes were diagnosed
after RD repair between September 1999 and
August 2005 (0.9% of RD operated during the
same period). We summarised patients’ character-
istics (table 1) and outcomes (table 2).

Three men and six women who had a median
age of 58 years old (range 43–69 years) were
followed up. Six of them were phakic, and the
pre-RD median spherical equivalent was 22.7
(range 218.75 to +1.25). The median axial length
was 23.41 mm (range 20.53–29.03 mm). Only one
eye had an axial length of more than 26 mm.

At the time of RD presentation, seven involved
the fovea, and posterior vitreous detachment was
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noticed on eight eyes using slit-lamp biomicroscopy. Retinal
tears were observed clinically in all eyes.

Most frequently, macular holes developed after scleral
buckling repair (six eyes), as compared with vitrectomy (three
eyes) or pneumatic retinopexy (one eye). The median interval
between RD repair and macular hole diagnosis was 3.4 months
(range 0.5–18 months). At the time of macular hole diagnosis,
three eyes had epiretinal membrane (ERM). All patients9

underwent macular hole repair 3.9 months after the diagnosis
(range 1–10 months).

Surgical repair of the macular hole included vitrectomy,
macular membrane peeling (three eyes), internal limiting
membrane delamination (four eyes) without dye assistance
and postoperative face down positioning during ten days.

Anatomic closure of the hole was achieved in eight of nine
cases (89%). One macular hole (number 2) remained open after
one reintervention; its diameter before surgery was 961 mm,
which might explain the failure of surgery.

The best-corrected visual acuity after RD repair was 20/125
(range 20/800–20/50). This improved to a median of 20/100
(range 20/400–20/63) after macular hole repair (p = 0.04). Three
patients of nine improved three Snellen lines or more. The
median length of follow-up after macular hole repair was
13.1 months (range 1–63 months).

Patient number 8 (tables 1 and 2) developed a full-thickness
macular hole 2.5 months after scleral buckling. OCT 2 was
performed during RD because of fundus cystic macular aspect
(fig 1), but no macular hole was found.

After macular hole repair, visual improvement was limited,
and OCT 3 showed retinal atrophy (fig 2).

DISCUSSION
Macular holes that occur frequently in highly myopic patients
with posterior staphylomas and myopic degeneration are well
described.9 However, those that develop after RD repair are
uncommon. In our series, they represent less than 1% of eyes
that have previously undergone a retinal detachment procedure.

This incidence is similar to Brown’s first description of three
patients who developed a macular hole after scleral buckling
(incidence of 0.9%).4

They occurred predominantly in eyes that had RD involving
the fovea (seven of nine eyes) within the first 3 months. Scleral
buckling was mainly performed (five of nine eyes). Similarly,
Moshfeghi et al10 described 12 patients with macular holes after
scleral buckling or pneumatic retinopexy. However, in our
study, macular holes were noted after vitrectomy (three eyes).
Their occurrence was at an age of onset similar to that seen
with idiopathic macular holes. It does not seem to be associated
also with highly myopic eyes or lens status. Because of the
limitation in the number of patients, no statistical comments
can be made about the risk factors allowing those macular holes
to develop.

In this study, all patients underwent a surgical procedure
after an observation period in some cases (numbers 7 and 8). No
spontaneous closure was noticed (data not shown). Good
anatomic closure was achieved (89%). These macular holes
behaved like idiopathic macular holes with a similar success in
their anatomic closure.11–13 However, final visual acuity was
limited in our series, even if it was statistically significant
(p = 0.04). Only three of nine patients gained at least three
Snellen lines. Two of them had a RD without macular
detachment (table 1). In the other five patients, visual
improvement seems to depend on macular status during RD
(table 2). These visual outcomes are poorer compared with
idiopathic macular holes.14 However, we believe that with a
long-term follow-up, these results might improve.12

The mechanism of these macular holes developed after retinal
detachment repair is not identified. Tangential perifoveal
traction is thought to be responsible for the formation of
idiopathic macular holes.1 3 Despite the fact that PVD and
retinal tears were identified in all eyes at the time of RD
diagnosis through using biomicroscopy and OCT (patient 8
only), we believe that PVD did not protect against macular hole
development. Indeed, it seems to be curious that a MH develops
even if PVD was noticed before vitrectomy. Gordon et al15 report

Table 1 Patients’ characteristics

No. Age, sex Macular status PVD Axial length Surgical procedure VA after RD procedure

01 59, F Off Yes 25.10 Scleral buckling, gas 20/200

02 49, F Off Yes 29.03 Vitrectomy, scleral buckling 20/200

03 61, M Off Yes 24.00 Scleral buckling 20/100

04 69, F Off No 20.53 Vitrectomy, scleral buckling 20/200

05 43, M On Yes 22.95 Vitrectomy, scleral buckling 20/50

06 63, M Off Yes 21.00 Scleral buckling, gas 20/400

07 65, F Off Yes 21.12 Scleral buckling, gas 20/200

08 62, F Off Yes 22.03 Scleral buckling 20/800

09 64, F On Yes 24.94 Pneumatic retinopexy 20/100

Table 2 Macular hole diagnosis and surgery, anatomic and visual outcomes

No. VA at MH diagnosis Diagnostic delay (months) Lens status Final VA Follow-up MH closure

01 20/400 2.0 Phakic 20/200 01 Yes

02 20/400 1.0 Pseudophakic 20/200 17 No

03 20/100 1.0 Phakic 20/100 02 Yes

04 20/200 1.0 Pseudophakic 20/200 06 Yes

05 20/100 18.0 Pseudophakic 20/63 06 Yes

06 20/400 1.0 Pseudophakic 20/400 04 Yes

07 20/200 0.5 Phakic 20/100 14 Yes

08 20/400 2.5 Pseudophakic 20/63 06 Yes

09 20/200 4.0 Pseudophakic 20/100 63 Yes
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five patients with idiopathic full-thickness macular hole
formation that occurred in the presence of a well-documented
complete PVD. Thus, we can evoke three hypotheses to explain
the appearance of this MH: has the posterior hyaloid really been
removed during vitrectomy? Did the macular detachment
induce microcystic degeneration (case 8)? ERM tangential
contraction may lead to MH formation.

Yoshida and Kishi16 suggest that after idiopathic macular hole
surgery, ERM can induce a reopening. Thus, the cause of
macular holes in this group may be related to the cystic macular
oedema induced by RD. The unique architecture of the macula
makes it susceptible to fluid accumulation. There is a swelling
of the middle/outer macular region associated with a thickening
of the foveola (fig 1). The combination of macular reapplication,
scleral buckling or pneumatic retinopexy can possibly change
the tangential forces across the foveal area of the macula which
lead to macular hole formation. It might explain their early
development after RD repair (less than 3 months). Tornambe
suggests through using a model of hydrated cellulose sponge
compared with Optical Coherence Tomography findings that
hydration of the middle and outer retinal tissue contributes to
full thickness macular hole formation.17 PVD acts then as a
trigger inducing a retinal defect in the inner foveola.

Also, PVD assessment by clinical observation of the Weiss
ring still remains an inconsistent method. It confirms the
separation between the posterior hyaloid and the optic disk.
Uchino et al18 have demonstrated that OCT is helpful in
identifying vitreofoveal detachment. In our series, it was
performed only in one eye during RD. We did not detect any
macular hole or vitreo foveal traction.

In conclusion, these macular holes that develop after RD
repair are unusual. They appear after RD involving the macula
with PVD most frequently after scleral buckling procedure.
Their origin seems to be different from idiopathic macular holes.
However, they behave like idiopathic macular holes with an
excellent rate of anatomic closure. The visual prognosis would
depend on macular status during RD.

Competing interests: None.
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Figure 1 Patient 8 at initial examination. RD involving the macula with
PVD. One horse tear was identified. OCT 2 was performed because of
fundus cystic macular aspect.

Figure 2 Patient 8. MH was diagnosed 2.5 months after the scleral
buckling procedure. After MH surgery, anatomic closure of the hole was
achieved. However, visual recuperation was limited. OCT 3 showed MH
closure associated with foveal atrophy (foveal retinal thickness: 87 mm).
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